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Since the pioneering work of Turing on the formation principles
of animal coat patterns [Turing AM (1952) Phil Trans R Soc Lond
B 237(641):37–72], such as the stripes of a tiger, great effort has
been made to understand and explain various phenomena of selfassembly and pattern formation. Prominent examples are the
spontaneous demixing in emulsions, such as mixtures of water
and oil [Herzig EM, et al. (2007) Nat Mater 6:966–971]; the distribution of matter in the universe [Kibble TWB (1976) J Phys A: Math Gen
9(8):1387]; surface reconstruction in ionic crystals [Clark KW, et al.
(2012) Nanotechnol 23(18):185306]; and the pattern formation
caused by phase transitions in metal alloys, polymer mixtures and
binary Bose–Einstein condensates [Sabbatini J, et al. (2011) Phys Rev
Lett 107:230402]. Photoactivated pattern formation in functional polymers has attracted major interest due to its potential applications in
molecular electronics and photoresponsive systems. Here we demonstrate that photoactivated pattern formation on azobenzenecontaining polymer films can be entirely explained by the physical
concept of phase separation. Using experiments and simulations,
we show that phase separation is caused by an instability created by the photoactivated transitions between two immiscible
states of the polymer. In addition, we have shown in accordance
with theory, that polarized light has a striking effect on pattern
formation indicated by enhanced phase separation.
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A

zobenzenes, which belong to photochromic materials, are
switchable two-state systems with distinct optical, electronic,
magnetic, and/or electrochemical properties that can be reversibly
converted by irradiation. Since the discovery of the unique photochemical properties of azobenzene in 1937 (1), azobenzenes
have been mainly used in the chemical industry. Only recently,
after studies of the molecular physics of the photoisomerization
of azo dyes have revealed that the photoisomerization reaction
occurs on the timescale of a few picoseconds (2, 3), azobenzenes
came back into focus as potential photoswitchable materials (4, 5).
Azobenzenes have been investigated in terms of ultrafast spectroscopy (4, 6, 7), mechanoisomerization (8), the effect of slow
photons (9), two-photon absorption (10) and laser-induced periodic
surface structuring (11–17). The latter describes the phenomenon
of Turing pattern formation on the surface of an azopolymer film
upon exposure to UV or visible light. The outstanding feature of
this photoactivated pattern formation is its dependence on both
the light’s intensity and polarization, which allows for the formation
of a large variety of Turing patterns, such as hexagonal cells, parallel
stripes, or turbulent structures. Several attempts have been made to
understand the underlying physics that controls these various forms
of pattern formation (18–23), but a sound picture is still lacking.
In this paper, we demonstrate that the photoactivated pattern
formation on azopolymer films can be entirely explained by the
physical concept of phase separation of two coexistent immiscible
phases in the polymer. A phase separation can be briefly characterized as follows: A (meta)stable configuration subjected to an
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1409718111

external perturbation (temperature, light) becomes unstable. The
unstable system tends to equilibrate by the formation of two immiscible phases. These two phases tend to separate leading to a
spatial reorganization of the system.
In the case of azopolymers, the instability is caused by the random optical excitation of the isomers in the polymer film. Excited
by a photon of suitable energy (λ = 200–550 nm), the azobenzene
isomer undergoes a structural transition by inversion or rotation
(3), called photoisomerization, and relaxes either in the trans or cis
ground state. The symmetry of the system is broken. The principle
of the photoisomerization reaction for one azobenzene isomer is
illustrated in Fig. 1A. The ground-state energy is characterized by
an asymmetric double-well potential (Fig. 1A), containing a stable
trans-isomerization state and a metastable cis isomerization state
that can further relax to the trans state by thermal excitation. It is
worthwhile remarking that the asymmetric double-well potential
exists only in the presence of an external light in the given wavelength range of 200 to 550 nm, corresponding to the absorption
spectra of the azopolymer.
The molecular structure between the trans and cis state changes
from a planar to a 3D configuration (Fig. 1B). Although this configurational change reduces the distance between the two benzene
rings of the azobenzene group from 1.0 to 0.59 nm (1, 9) it leads
to a significant increase in the molecular volume. In a macroscopic
system with many azobenzene isomers, such as an azopolymer film,
this volumetric difference between trans- and cis-rich domains
results in height undulations of the surface and eventually in
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where « and g are positive constants that control the shape of the
potential. They depend on the wavelength of the incoming light
because the absorption coefficient for trans and cis isomers varies
as a function of the wavelength (29). By integrating Eq. 1, one
obtains an expression for the free energy associated with the shortrange interaction FS in the film in dependence on the free energy
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Fig. 1. Effect of photoisomerization on a single azobenzene isomer and an
azopolymer film. (A) Scheme of the reversible photoisomerization reaction
of a single azobenzene isomer. The azobenzene isomer is excited by light hνi
(UV/visible range) from the trans or cis ground state. The isomer falls back to
the ground state by inversion or rotation of the molecule and relaxes in
either the trans or cis form by a symmetry-breaking phase transition (pink
arrows). The free energy of the ground state is characterized by an asymmetric
double-well potential. The energy barrier (1 eV) between the cis state and the
unstable point allows a direct thermal transition (kb T ) from the cis to trans
state (blue arrow) (52). This means that the trans-to-cis photoisomerization is
merely induced by light hν1 , whereas the cis-to-trans photoisomerization can
be induced by either light hν2 at a smaller photon energy or a thermal
transition. (B) Schematic description of the light-induced pattern formation
on a flat azopolymer film. Exposure to light in the UV/visual range hνi and
temperature leads to a random mixture of cis and trans isomers in the film. The
film reduces its free energy by the formation of trans- and cis-rich microdomains. Because the two isomers have different molecular volumes, an
undulation of the surface and the formation of a pattern results.

the formation of patterns (Fig. 1B). In other words, the local
concentration c of trans or cis isomers serves as morphological
order parameter controlling the undulation of the surface. The
tendency to form ordered islands with all molecules in the trans
state has been experimentally proven by ultrahigh vacuum scanning
tunneling microscopy for a monolayer of photochromic molecules
on Au(111) (5). Furthermore, the electronic structure of the isomer
is altered as the trans ⇀ cis photoisomerization causes an increase
of the dipole moment from ptrans = 0 Debye to pcis = 3 Debye (6,
24) in combination with an increased electrical resistance of
the isomer (4).
In contrast to the photoisomerization of a single isomer that
switches its state in the order of a few picoseconds, the formation
of the surface pattern in an azopolymer film is significantly slower
and in the order of several minutes. The reason for this is a further
constriction of the pattern formation in a film by the covalent
bonding in the polymer chain and the interaction of each isomer
with its immediate environment. Thus, the local free energy f of
one trans or cis isomer in an azopolymer film in the presence of
light of a suitable wavelength (λ = 200–550 nm nm) can be expressed as the sum of two contributions: the local free-energy
density f0 of azobenzene isomers covalently bonded to the polymer chain (Fig. 1A), and a gradient term ð∇cÞ2 that depends on
the local concentration. It reads (25)
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f = f0 + ð∇cÞ2 ;
2

[1]

where κ is a positive constant with units of J·m2 that models the
weak short-range interaction. κ is proportional to the width of
the transitional regions between the domains (26, 27). As shown
by van der Waals in 1893, κ scales inversely with the temperature
(28), which in this case is directly proportional to the light intensity. To mimic the landscape of the local free-energy density of the isomers, the Ginzburg–Landau formalism was used
such that
17018 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1409718111
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In contrast to binary alloys or fluids, the photoresponsive monomer cannot move freely in the film as it is covalently bonded to the
polymer chain. In other words, the mobility of the azobenzene is
constrained by an additional long-range interaction potential, which
gives rise to an additional free-energy term FL . To account for the
nonlocal character of this long-range interaction, we have introduced
a Green’s function Gðr; r′Þ that satisfies ∇2 Gðr; r′Þ = −δðr − r′Þ (30).
As a result, the long-range interaction term FL becomes
Z
 
  

B
dr dr′G r; r′ cðr; tÞ − c0 c r′; t − c0 :
[4]
FL ðcÞ =
2
The parameter c0 sets the mean volume fraction of cis and trans
isomers and B contributes to the long-range interaction potential
in the polymer (31–33).
By superimposing FS and FL , one obtains the total free energy
F of the film:
Fðcðr; tÞÞ = FS ðcÞ + FL ðcÞ
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Due to the external optical excitation, the local isomer concentration is changing in time, i.e., cis-isomers reversibly switch to
trans isomers and vice versa. For a given volume, this means that
the variation of the free-energy F with respect to the concentration c depends on the local difference of the chemical potentials
of cis and trans isomers (μcis ) and (μtrans ), respectively:
∂FðcÞ
= ðμcis − μtrans Þ:
∂c

[6]

According to Fick’s first law, the isomer flux in the system is
proportional to the gradient of the chemical potential difference,
J = −M∇ðμcis − μtrans Þ:

[7]

The parameter M is a phenomenological mobility constant that
was set to M = 1 (34, 35). As mass conservation is fulfilled in the
present case, we can describe the temporal evolution of the local
concentration c by using Fick’s second law of diffusion, which yields
∂c
= Δðμcis − μtrans Þ:
∂t

[8]

By substituting the chemical potential difference with the variation
of the free energy with respect to the concentration (Eq. 6), one
obtains the temporal evolution of the concentration,
FL
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Results and Discussion
Unpolarized Light. Experimentally, thin azopolymer films spin-coated
on glass were used as the model system. The 700-nm-thick films
were exposed to UV light with a wavelength of λ1 = 337 nm at
normal incidence. At this wavelength the trans⇀ cis photoisomerization is most effective (3). The illuminating beam has an elliptical
Gaussian profile that results in different illumination doses for
different areas of the sample, within the illuminating light spot
(Materials and Methods). In Fig. 2 the experimentally observed
patterns for an irradiated sample are shown and compared with
patterns simulated using the CDS model. For both cases, the plots
in Fig. 2 show a clear transition from a bicontinuous irregular
height pattern (Fig. 2, far left) to a regular height pattern composed of hexagonally packed cylindrical microdomains (Fig. 2, far
right). In the experiment, the transition is controlled by an increasing light intensity, whereas in the simulation, the evolution of

the pattern is modeled by the coefficient κ. The peaks of the
height pattern correspond to cis-rich domains and the valleys to
trans-rich domains. For low intensities (Fig. 2A, far left), the height
distribution is narrow and a turbulent bicontinuous pattern with a
broad interface between cis- and trans-rich domains is formed.
Energetically speaking, the photon density is low and so is the
trans → cis photoisomerization, and the thermally activated
cis → trans back reaction that both control the domain growth.
Due to the broad interface between the two domains, one can
assume that the formation of the domains is statistically uncorrelated for low intensities.
With increasing intensity, the overall isomerization is enhanced.
Locally, this results in the formation of defined domains with a
sharp interface. Furthermore, the connectivity of the peaks of the
height pattern is partially lost and the cis-rich domains undergo
locally a continuous–discontinuous transition. At high intensities
(Fig. 2A, far right), the cis-rich domains form a discontinuous
array of hexagonally packed cylindrical microdomains. At this stage,
the microphase separation saturates and density fluctuations no
longer cause severe structural changes. The hexagonal array is
characterized by its lattice constant a = 140 nm, i.e., the mean
distance between the centers of neighboring microdomains, and
the mean diameter of these domains d = 210 ± 40 nm. The hexagonal array, as shown in Fig. 2A (far right), is distorted by topological defects that arise from the spatially random nucleation of
domains. The formation of hexagonal arrays of cis-rich domains
implies the presence of a long-range interaction between these
domains. In the case of diblock copolymer blends, it has been
shown that this long-range interaction results from the connectivity of the two different isomers in the polymer chain (30). As
this interaction is isotropic, the domains try to maximize the
distance between each other, which causes the formation of a

A

Experiment
B
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Simulation
Fig. 2. Experiment and simulation. (A) AFM images of different states of pattern formation on the azopolymer films ranging from low intensity (far left) to
high intensity (far right) in the illuminating light spot. The colored scale bar indicates the height in nanometers for the first image in each sequence. (B)
Surface morphologies obtained using the cell dynamics simulation. The colored scale bar indicates the order parameter in arbitrary units. The pattern formation is shown as a function of the coefficient κ that scales inversely with the temperature (28) from 0.39 (far left) to 0.31 (far right). The obtained patterns
evolve as a function of the coefficient κ in good agreement with the experimental patterns. The detail in the last image of each sequence illustrates the
formation of hexagonal arrays.
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This partial differential equation (PDE) describes how the phase
separation alters the local evolution of the isomer concentration,
which is directly related to the height undulation on the
polymer’s surface. The right-hand side of this equation is composed of two terms. As stated above, the first term, FS , describes
the short-range isomer interaction and accounts for the local
phase separation due to weak repulsion between cis and trans
isomers. The second term, FL , describes the long-range interaction in the covalently bonded polymer chain (33). For B = 0, Eq.
9 simplifies to the well-known Cahn–Hilliard equation (25). To
achieve a computational robust numerical analysis, this PDE was
converted into a cell dynamical system (CDS) (36), which satisfies the experimentally observed conditions. A detailed derivation and discussion of the CDS corresponding to this PDE is
given in Materials and Methods.
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hexagonally ordered structure in two dimensions. The formation
of equally sized domains (Fig. 2A) and a continuous sharpening
of interfaces can only occur by diffusion against a concentration
gradient and is a key characteristic of spinodal phase separation.
To gain a deeper understanding of the physical mechanisms
that control the pattern formation as a function of light intensity,
suitable surface descriptors are required that adequately capture
the surface evolution and its characteristics. In this paper we have
chosen the surface area and the Minkowski functionals (37). In
two dimensions, the three Minkowski functionals comprise the
covered area m0 ; the boundary length m1 ; and the Euler number,
i.e., the difference between the number of isolated (cylindrical)
domains and the number of connected components (valleys) m2 ,
that relates to the connectivity of the structure. Minkowski functionals are capable of detecting higher orders of spatial correlation
and are particularly useful to analyze phase separation phenomena (37). They can be used to test the surface morphology in relationship to its stochastic behavior, e.g., random nucleation (38)
(Materials and Methods). This further allows the validation of the
chosen CDS model. In Fig. 3A the surface area evolution as a
function of the intensity is depicted and can be well approximated
by an exponential dependence. The surface area increases from 25
to 30 μm2, which corresponds to an increase of 20% in the surface’s energy. The experimental result is in good agreement with
the simulation. The exponential growth of the surface area can be
explained within the context of growing cis- and trans-rich domains,
as the domain growth is the result of the thermally activated
shrinking of the mixed regions between the domains (39).
To further substantiate the agreement between experiment and
simulation, the experimentally revealed surface morphologies
obtained by atomic force microscopy (AFM) are compared
with the simulated patterns using Minkowski functionals. In Fig.
3 B and C, the pattern analysis for the two extrema, i.e., the high
and the low intensity case, are shown. In particular, the normalized boundary length m1 and the normalized Euler number m2 are
plotted as a function of the covered area m0 . The pattern analysis
for intermediate intensities is included in SI Pattern Analysis for
Intermediate Light Intensities. For low intensities, the microdomain
formation is locally confined and the domains are randomly distributed on the surface (compare with Fig. 2). The Minkowski
functionals in Fig. 3B reveal that the overall undulation of the
surface evolves consistently with a Gaussian model, depicted as
dashed lines. This indicates that for low intensities the domain
formation occurs randomly on the surface and the linear dynamics
of the microphase separation dominate the pattern formation
(40). These characteristics can be attributed to the decelerated
photoisomerization reaction, which is due to low photon density
and reduced heating of the surface by the laser light.
For high intensities, the behavior of the system is entirely
different, which is reflected by a significantly different statistical
behavior of the pattern for both the experimental and the simulated data. Fig. 3C reveals a deviation from the homogeneous
Gaussian behavior seen in Fig. 3B, and m1 ðm0 Þ and m2 ðm0 Þ show
a pronounced asymmetry. This deviation proves the nonlinear
nature of the microphase separation at high intensities, which is
substantiated by the saturation of the surface undulation and the
formation of defined interfaces on the surface pattern. This is
plausible because the repulsion between cis and trans isomers
depends on fluctuations in the local concentration, which are
triggered by the intensity-dependent isomerization reaction. In
the CDS model the observed nonlinear dynamics is controlled by
the ratio between the energy map function and the gradient term,
which is controlled by the coefficient κ. In Eq. 9, this nonlinear
dynamics can be identified with the short-range free-energy term FS .
The structural analysis of the experimentally and computationally obtained patterns has shown that the chosen ansatz of
the CDS model quantitatively reproduces the experimental patterns and their statistical signature, such as the transition from linear
17020 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1409718111
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Fig. 3. Pattern analysis. (A) The experimentally measured and simulated surface
area increases as a function of laser intensity and temperature. The solid lines are
a visual to guide the eye. (B and C) The pattern analysis by Minkowski functionals
for the experimental and the simulated azopolymer film patterns for low- and
high-intensity state is shown. The normalized boundary length m1 =mmax
and the
1
are plotted as a function of the covered area
normalized Euler number m2 =mmax
2
m0 . All values are normalized to their maximum. The dashed line refers to
a surface pattern that evolves like a Gaussian structure. (B) For low laser intensities, the experimental and simulated patterns are in good agreement with
a Gaussian model. (C) For high laser intensities, both the experimental and the
simulated patterns show a clear deviation from the Gaussian model (dashed
lines). This indicates that the dynamical mechanism that controls the pattern
formation is changing as a function of the laser intensity from linear to
nonlinear behavior. The deviations between experiment and simulation for
small covered areas m0 are a known experimental artifact that results from
the noise floor in the AFM images (53).
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perpendicularly to the polarization direction, indicating an enhanced microphase separation of the polymer in the polarization
direction. The CDS model qualitatively reproduces the observed
experimental pattern and confirms the direct coupling of the
polarization to the phase separation of the azopolymer. The
difference in feature size of the lamellae can be attributed to
the different illumination conditions (Materials and Methods) of
the azopolymer for the two regimes. The exposure of the azopolymer film to light with a longer wavelength λ = 488 nm decreases
the quantum efficiency of the photoisomerization (3). This decelerates the pattern formation and changes the local concentration of
the two isomers in the film. The latter has a direct impact on the
pattern formation as it alters the factor −Bðc − c0 Þ in Eq. 9. It is
noteworthy, that this approach is capable of describing the impact of
circular or elliptical polarization on the pattern formation, as well.

Fig. 4. Pattern formation with polarized and unpolarized light. (A and C) AFM
images of surface patterns formed on azopolymer films by unpolarized (A) and
linearly polarized (C) light. (B and D) Simulated surface patterns using cell dynamics simulation for unpolarized (B) and linearly polarized (D) light. In both
the experiment and the simulation a clear transition from a cylindrical to stripe
pattern is found. The polarization direction is indicated by the black arrow.

to nonlinear dynamics as a function of light intensity. Moreover this
model gives a plausible physical explanation of the complex light–
matter interaction that controls the pattern formation. It has to be
noted that a variation of « and g instead of κ does not reproduce
the experimentally observed statistical features.
Polarized Light. So far the presented results apply only for situations where unpolarized light has been used. Recent results in the
literature, however, indicate a direct impact of the polarization on
the pattern formation of azopolymers (41). In particular it has
been shown that the domain formation is significantly enhanced
along the polarization direction. This means that the polarization directly couples to the dipole moment of the azopolymer
and creates an additional energy contribution. To account for
this experimental fact, we have extended Eq. 9 with a Laplacian
∇ðn · ∇cÞ that describes the direct coupling of the local concentration to the polarization direction of the electric field. The
PDE describing the photoactivated phase separation in case of
polarized light reads
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∂c
∂FðcÞ
= αn · ∇ðn · ∇cÞ + Δ ·
;
∂t
∂c

[10]

where the constant α is proportional to the electric field and n
denotes the polarization direction. Fig. 4 shows AFM images of
azopolymer films subjected to unpolarized (Fig. 4A) and linearly
polarized light (Fig. 4C) and the corresponding cell dynamics
simulations (Fig. 4 B and D). The transition from unpolarized
to polarized incident light triggers the formation of a lamellar
surface pattern instead of a discontinuous array of hexagonally
packed cylindrical microdomains. The lamellar pattern is formed
Galinski et al.

Conclusion
In this paper we have have presented, for the first time to our
knowledge, a general explanation for the photoactivated pattern
formation on azopolymer films. This explanation includes patterns
formed by polarized and unpolarized light. It has been shown that
the photoactivated pattern formation on these films can be explained entirely by the microphase separation of the coexisting
trans and cis isomers in the surface layer of the film. These
two isomers are immiscible and products of the cis ⇌ trans
photoisomerization reaction triggered by the external light field.
Due to the large variety of surface morphologies that can be
created, azopolymers are an ideal model system for the understanding of pattern formation on thin films and, in particular, of
their time-dependent kinetics. Here, we were able to reproduce the
evolution of the experimentally obtained surface patterns via a cell
dynamics simulation using a Cahn–Hilliard model. In agreement
with the experimental findings, this model captures the complex
kinetics of the pattern formation for different light intensities,
including the transition from a linear to a nonlinear regime and
the direct coupling of the polarization to the dipole moment of
the azopolymer. Beyond the new insight on the underlying
physics that control the pattern formation, our work has an immediate impact on the efforts to gain full control over the pattern formation on azopolymer thin films (42, 43) and their
application in molecular electronic devices (44–46).
Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation and Characterization. Azopolymer films with a mean
thickness of ∼700 nm were spin-coated on silica glass substrates. Each (E)2-(4-((4-methoxyphenyl) diazenyl)phenoxy)ethyl acrylate monomer in the film
is composed of an terminal acrylic group and a photoresponsive azobenzene
side chain. A detailed description of the material and sample preparation is
given in ref. 42. For all experiments conducted with unpolarized light, a nitrogen pulsed laser was used with a nominal energy of 170 μJ per pulse and
a wavelength of 337 nm. The pulse width of the laser was less than 3.5 ns, and
the repetition rate was 20 Hz. For the experiments where the effect of polarized light on the pattern formation was analyzed, a continuous Ar+ laser
with a nominal wavelength of 488 nm and a beam power of roughly 2 mW
was used. Both light sources were focused onto the film using a 75-mm
cylindrical lens and in both cases the spot diameter was roughly 120 μm. Due
to the different wavelengths and laser energies, different exposure times had
to be used. For unpolarized light, the exposure time was set to a few minutes.
In the case of polarized light, the samples were exposed for 90 min. We investigated the morphological evolution of the polymer films as a function of
the beam intensity through AFM. The related change in surface area and the
nanostructures’ Minkowski functionals were determined using the Gwyddion
software package (gwyddion.net).
Cell Dynamics Simulation. In analogy to pattern formation and phase separation in diblock copolymers (35, 36, 47–49), a conventional CDS model
approach was chosen to reproduce the experimentally observed light-induced patterns. The local concentration c is identified with the order parameter ψ of the system ðc = ψÞ. The simulations were performed on
a Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 Ti graphics processor unit using Visual C# and
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CUDAfy Version 1.22 (cudafy.codeplex.com). The grid had 1,024 × 1,024
positions and periodic boundary conditions (50). For the initial configuration, the order parameter ψ was normally distributed around the mean
value ψ 0 = 0 with a SD of σ = 0:005. A constant simulation time of 250 steps
was used for all simulations. A detailed description is given in SI Materials
and Methods.
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Structural Analysis via Minkowski Functionals. The experimental data and
simulated patterns were analyzed using Minkowski functionals. In two
dimensions, the Minkowski functionals mn are surface descriptors, which
capture morphological quantities such as the covered area m0 , the
boundary length m1 , the number of isolated (cylindrical) domains, and the
number of connected components (valleys), the Euler number m2 . Minkowski functionals are capable of detecting higher orders of spatial correlation and are suited to testing spatial structures for non-Gaussian
behavior or features (38, 51). To do so, a given dataset is split into a set of
binary data with different threshold levels. In the case of AFM data, the
threshold level corresponds to the measured height h. The Minkowski
functionals are calculated for each binary dataset and then plotted as
a function of the threshold level. This approach allows the investigation
of height-specific morphological changes. The experimentally obtained
quantities mn are then tested for non-Gaussian behavior by comparing
1. Hartley GS (1937) The cis-form of azobenzene. Nature 140:281.
2. Yager KG, Barrett CJ (2006) Novel photo-switching using azobenzene functional
materials. J Photochem Photobiol Chem 182(3):250–261.
3. Fujino T, Arzhantsev SY, Tahara T (2001) Femtosecond time-resolved fluorescence
study of photoisomerization of trans-azobenzene. J Phys Chem A 105(35):8123–8129.
4. Zhang C, et al. (2004) Coherent electron transport through an azobenzene molecule:
A light-driven molecular switch. Phys Rev Lett 92(15):158301.
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isomerization. ACS Nano 5(3):2090–2097.
6. Wazzan NA, Richardson PR, Jones AC (2010) Cis-trans isomerisation of azobenzenes
studied by laser-coupled NMR spectroscopy and DFT calculations. Photochem Photobiol Sci 9(7):968–974.
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σ 2 is the roughness of the film and k corresponds to the second derivative of the covariance in 0. The comparison of spatial surface structures to a Gaussian model is particularly useful, as it allows for the detection
of the transition from random uncorrelated to spatially correlated
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